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Abstract

We propose an area routing technique which is suitable for deep sub-micron applications. In its most gen
eral form, the routing problem can be viewed as finding wiring connections between electrically equivalent pins,
utilizing one or more layers of metal, while avoiding obstacles present possibly on every layer of metal. This
general formulation (called area routing) has been traditionally used for routing printed circuit boards (PCBs) and
multi-chip modules (MCMs). This formulation is general enough to encompass routing in integrated circuits as
well.

However, more specialized forms of routers have traditionally been used for ICs. We argue why the traditional
IC routing methodology of first performing a global routing step, then utilizing switch-box or channel routers, is
inadequate in this new scenario. Insteadof performinga global-then-detailedrouting approach, we choose a routing
technique that partitions all the nets into smaller clusters, and then routes all the nets in a cluster using a Boolean
satisfiability (SAT) based search strategy.

In our scheme, we first assign each net to a routing layer pair. The set of nets on each layer pair is now
partitioned into several clusters such that the overlap between nets in different clusters is minimized. All the nets
in any cluster are routed simultaneously, and each net cluster is routed independently. The ordering of net clusters
is done using a simple heuristic.

Within a cluster, all nets are routed simultaneously using SATRE, our SAT based routing engine. Routes for
a net can be chosen from predetermined set of routing patterns, which utilize 2, 3 or 4 vias. We assign Boolean
variables to represent all the possible routes that the net can use, and create SATclauses to represent the routing
constraints for each net. This step requiresonly 0{log2{N)) Booleanvariables, whereN is the size of the routing
problem. The transformation of the area routing probleminto an instance of BooleanSatisfiability (SAT) is thus
performed veryefficiently. Next,we perform a binarysearchto find a satisfying solutionof theSATinstance, using
non-chronologicalbacktrackto give rise to an efficientsearch procedure.

The novel feature of this scheme is that it eliminates the global-then-detailed routing paradigm used in earlier
generations of routers. Rather, it proposes a newrouting methodology, where the set of all nets is partitioned into
net clusters, followed by the simultaneous routing of all the nets in a singlecluster. Further, the scheme is easily
adapted to a situation where several metal layers are available for routing.

In our experiments,we assume that 4 metal layers are availablefor routing. We show that our router is able to
obtainextremely denseroutes with reasonable run-times. The highquality of our results is evidenced by the fact
that over all the exampleswe tried, the total net length was on average 1.47% larger than the sum of Manhattan
length for all the nets.



1 Introduction

The routing problem in VLSI physical design has been shown to be NP-complete. The traditional approach divides
the problem into two phases, global and detailed routing [1]. Different strategies and algorithms are applied in each
phase.

Until a few generations ago, ICs typically had two layers of metal along with polysilicon available to realize the
routing. Since the functional blocks also used these metal layers to realize their internal wiring, over-the-cell routing
was notfeasible. Thus explicit routing regions needed to be defined. This, coupled with a row-based layout method
ology gave rise to a natural partition of the routing space into channels and switch-boxes. Therefore, specialized
detailed routers, such aschannel and switch-box routers worked well inthis scenario. With theavailability of three or
four layers of interconnect the situation changed only marginally.

However, with the advancement of processing technology, it is predicted that fabrication processes will have
as many as nine layers of metal within the next seven years [2]. As a result, a routing methodology which can
intelligently handle this extra flexibility will be required. Such a methodology should carefully budget the available
routing resources on different metal layers.

Given the large numberof metal layers available for routing, explicit routing regions are not required to be defined
for routing. The prevalent industry practice for high end designs is to abut rows of cells and use an area router to
perform the interconnections. According to [3], channels are no longer accurate models for routing resources in such
technologies and area routing is a robust and general approach that can be used. In these respects, the IC routing
problem bears a striking similarity to theMCM and PCB routing problems, domains where area routing techniques
have been very successful.

The rapidly increasing size and complexity of designs in the DSM era requires major modifications to CAD
algorithms and data structures, and in somecases, suggests altogether newCAD approaches and methodologies. In
particular, this is true for the routing problem as well. [4]details how the changes in processing technology affect the
routing problem, and surveys routing techniques that are likely to be useful in the DSMera.

In this work, we introduce a new formulation of the VLSI area routing problem, which transforms the routing
problem into an instance of the SAT problem. In our formulation, global and detailed routing phases are combined
in the same framework. The routing area, which can be of anysizeand shape, is divided intogrids to represent the
routing resources. The inputs to the area routing problem are the set of nets to be routed, the number of available
metal layersand the description of blockages on various metal layers. Examples of blockages can be placed modules,
pre-routed nets or any region that nets are not allowed to pass. The output of the area router is a legal route that
respects the above routing constraints.

Basedon someexperimentswe performed, we determined that the majority of nets havea Manhattan lengththat is
about 1/6 to 1/4 times /V, thesize of the routing problem'. Asa result, inourapproach, we partition nets into clusters
such that there is minimal interference betweenclusters. These clustersare be routed independently, without adversely
affecting the overall routing quality. The route for each net is confined to remain within a bounding rectangle which
is slightly largerthan the bounding box of the net. As a result, nets have sufficient routing flexibility and at the same
time, the problem size is kept small.

Initially, nets are assigned the metal layer pair on which they will be routed. Based on their Manhattan routing
length, nets are partitioned into locaU semi-global and global nets. Local nets are assigned to the lowest layer pair
and global nets are assigned to the highest layer pair. Semi-global nets are partitioned into n parts, such that pairs of
nets with a large degree of overlap^ are placed in different parts. Each of the resulting parts are routed on different
metal layer pairs. In our current implementation we chose w= 2, since we use 4 layers of metal for routing (i.e. we
have 2 metal layer pairs for the routing).

'The size ofthe routing problem isdefined as the number ofgrid points in the semi-perimeter ofthe routing area.
^The overlap ofa pair ofnets refers to the conunon area between the bounding boxes of the nets.



After this, the nets on each layer pair are grouped into k clusters, such that the overlap between nets in different
clusters is minimized. Nets that have a large amount of overlap are assigned to the same cluster. Clusters are then
ordered based on a heuristic that measures their relative routing difficulty.

Each cluster is routed using SATRE, our SAT based routing engine, which routes all the nets in the cluster simul
taneously. Theroutes thatare created for thei''' cluster areconsidered asblockages while routing subsequent clusters.
The routing problem is transformed into an instance of the SAT problem by assigning Boolean variables to represent
the possible valid routes, and creating SAT clauses to represent the various routing constraints. This transformation is
extremely efficient, and requires 0{log2{N)) variables, where N is the size of the routing problem. The resulting SAT
problem is now solved using an efficient SAT solver which utilizes the concept of non-chronological backtracks [5].
Each cluster is routed using either of 2, 3 or 4 via patterns. If the cluster cannot be routed using 2-via patterns, then
3-via patterns are used. If the cluster cannot be routed using 3-via patterns, then 4-via patterns are used.

In the subsequent sections, we elaborate on and substantiate our claims. Section 2 describes previous research
in SAT-based routing methodologies. Section 3 describes our routing methodology in detail. Section 4 describes
preliminary results that we have obtained using our routing methodology. Finally, in Section 5, we make concluding
comments and discuss further work that needs to be done in this area.

2 Previous Work

Even though Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) is shown to be NP-complete, a host of efficient techniques exist for solving
large problem instances [5] [6] [7]. Some attempts [8], [9] have been made to transform the routing problem into a SAT
problem. Boolean variables are created to represent the routing resources and routing constraints are represented in
the form of Boolean functions. Each assignment of the Boolean variables that satisfies the SAT problem corresponds
to a complete routing solution. Thus the routing of all nets is performed simultaneously.

In [8], Devadas first showed the feasibility of using SAT to optimally solve physical layout problems. He formu
lated various NP-complete layout problems, namely two and multi-layer channel routing, two-way partitioning and
one-dimensional and two-dimensional placement, as SAT problems. The size of problems that can be solved using
this formulation is limited and the routing formulation is restricted to the channel routing structure.

Wood and Rutenbar [9] extended this idea to FPGA routing, where they assign variables to the routing fabrics
within the routing channels in island-style FPGA's. A global router is invoked to decompose the FPGA routing
problem into small problems for the SATrouter. The focus of this work is restricted to routing in the FPGA context.

A recent approach to SAT-based routing, also in the context of FPGA routing, is described in [10]. In this
approach, the formulation of the problem is similar to [9]. The main feature of this work is that an efficient SAT
solver [5] is used as the solution engine.

An efficient pattern based routing strategy for MCMs was introduced in [11]. This approach performs routes
using a series of patterns with up to 4 vias. Routing is performed two layers at a time. Each layer pair is processed
colunm-by-column, and unroutable nets are routed on subsequent layer pairs. Even though this work utilizes a pattern
based routing strategy with up to 4 vias, it is different from our approach in that it processes nets column-by-column,
using a left-to-right sweep of the routing area. Our approach, on the other hand, casts the routing problem as a SAT
problem, and routes all nets simultaneously using an efficient SAT solver.

A modification of [11] was introduced in [12]. In this greedy router, the scan of the routing area is performed in
two directions simultaneously. The router of [12] is also designed for MCM routing.

3 Our Approach

The first step in our routing methodology is to assign a metal layer pair for the routing of each net. Initially, nets are
partitioned into three groups based on their Manhattan length. These groups correspond to global nets, semi-global



nets and local nets. Global nets are assigned to the highest metal layer pair, while local nets are assigned tothe lowest
metal layer pair for routing. Semi-global nets are partitioned into nparts, and each ofthe resulting parts are routed on
a separate layer pair. In our implementation we chose n = 2.

The nets corresponding to each metal layerpair are further partitioned into smallernet clusters. All nets in a net
cluster are routed simultaneously. The clustering ofeach group is performed using METIS [13], a it-way partitioning
tool.

Each net cluster isrouted using one ofseveral pre-defined patterns. Initially 2-via patterns are tried, and ifthis does
not work, 3-via patterns are tried, followed by 4-via patterns. For each net, we first determine the bounding rectangle
in which we constrain the routes for that net to reside. After this bounding rectangle is computed for each net, we
generate the SAT routing clauses for the net. At this point, the SAT based routing algorithm is called to simultaneously
route all the nets in a cluster. Each net is assigned routing resources, and when this assignment is performed for a
given net, an efficient checking routine is called to determine if this assignment of routing resources conflicts with
the resources used by apreviously routed net (or blockage). Ifaconflict is found, we perform aback-track operation,
otherwise we bind the routing resources to the current net and update the routing resource data structure.

Our routing scheme assumes that each net has exactly two terminals. General n-terminal nets can be decomposed
into a series of two terminal nets using an algorithm described in [14].

The remainder ofthis section details each step ofour routing methodology. Section 3.1 describes the algorithm
for constructing the bounding rectangle for each net. Section 3.2 describes the patterns that our router can utilize for
each net. The transformation ofthe routing problem into a Boolean satisfiability problem isdescribed inSection 3.3.
The SAT solution strategy is detailed in Section 3.4. Finally, the construction ofnet groups and clusters is described
in Section 3.5.

3.1 Constructionof BoundingRectangles for Nets

Each net isassigned abounding rectangle in which its routing must be completed. Consider anet i,with source vertex
^—{^siys)y and target vertex t = Then, the width of the bounding rectangle is given by:

IV = |jr,-jc,|-|-a-|y,-y,| + p (1)

Similarly, the height of the bounding rectangle isgiven by:

H = bf-y^l + «• -Xs\+ P (2)

After some experiments, we determined that oc —0.15 and P= 5 were good choices ofparameters for a wide
variety ofapplications. For extremely dense routes, larger values ofthese parameters can be chosen.

The bounding box ofanet is the smallest rectangle that encloses the source and target vertices of that net. Figure 3
shows the relationship between the bounding box and the bounding rectangle ofa sample net.

3.2 Routing Patterns

Our router searches several patterns while performing the routing of any net. These patterns fall into three distinct
classes, described below.

3.2.1 2-Via Patterns

The simplest routing patterns allowed are 2-via pattern. In general, for agiven net, there can be 4 such patterns.
These patterns are described in Figure 1. These patterns are represented by awire trace emanating from the source

vertex (j), in either the north (Figure la), south (Figure lb), east (Figure Ic)orwest (Figure Id)directions. After this
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Figure 1: 2-Via Routing Patterns

wire trace has traversed a distance p in any direction, the route is completed using an L-shaped segment ending at the
target vertex (r).

For ease of notation, we henceforth refer to these patterns respectively as 2N, 25, 2E and 2W patterns. In this
notation, the "2" represents the fact that the pattern is a 2-via pattern, while the letter following it represents the initial
direction of the wire trace emanating from the source vertex.

For a given net, each pattern type can result in a large number of routing choices, since the value of the distance p
is variable.

3.2.2 3-Via Patterns

3-via patterns can be represented by a wire trace emanating from the source vertex, in any of the cardinal directions,
and traversing a distance p\ in this direction. After this, the trace switches to any of the two orthogonal directions and
traverses a distance p2 in that direction. Finally, the route is completed using a L-shaped segment ending at the target
vertex.

For a given net, there can be 8 such 3-via patterns. Using the notation introduced earlier, we label these patterns
as 3NE, 3NW, 3SE, 3SW, 3EN, 3ES, 3WN and 3WS. These patterns are shown in Figure 2.

3.2.3 4-Via Patterns

4-via patterns are represented by a wire trace emanating from the source vertex in any of the cardinal directions,
and traversing a distance p\ from the source vertex. At this point, the trace switches to one of the two orthogonal
directions, for a traversed distance of p»2- Next, the trace proceeds in an orthogonal direction for a distance of p3,
following which the route is completed using a L-shaped segment which ends at the taiget vertex.

For a given net, 16 such 4-via patterns are possible. These patterns can be represented as 4NES, 4NEN, 4NWS,
4NWN, 4SES, 4SEN, 4SWS, 4SWN, 4ENE, 4ENW, 4ESE, 4ESW, 4WNE, 4WNW, 4WSE and 4WSW.
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Figure 2: 3-Via Routing Patterns

3.3 SAT-based Formulation of Area Routing

In this section, we will describe the SAT based formulation of the area routing problem using the example of2-via
patterns. Theformulation for 3-via and 4-via pattems areanalogous, and are notseparately described.

source

Bounding Box
for net

BoundingRectanglefor net

Figure 3: Bounding Clauses for a SampleNet

Consider a net, with a bounding rectangle as shown in Figure 3. For each such net, we assign n+ 2 Boolean
variables, where n = log2{max{H, V)). Here H = x,„ax -x,„in^ and V= y^ax ~ ymm- The n Boolean variables are used
to encode the parameter p referred to in Section 3.2.1. The additional 2 Boolean variables are used to encode the
direction ofthe initial wire trace emanating from the source vertex. We refer tothe direction variables asd = {dQ,d\),
and the parametervariables as p = (pojP\i"' Pn-\ )• Since the total numberof nets that our SATbasedrouter handles
simultaneously isbounded, the total number ofBoolean variables in the problem is 0{log2{N)), where N is the size
of the routing problem.

Now therouting problem is transformed into an instance of theBoolean satisfiability (SAT) problem. The SAT
formula is created in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). TheSAT formula consists of several clauses, each of which is
a sum of several literals. A literal corresponds toa Boolean variable ofa net(i.e. dior p,),or itscomplement. Clauses
are used to encode therouting constraints that theproblem imposes. There are several types of clauses, which areas



follows:

3.3.1 Bounding Clauses

These clauses are used to ensure that a net is routed within its bounding rectangle. Consider the net shown in Figure 3.
In this example, if the direction of the initialwire trace from the source is N, then the parameter p is constrained to be
less than ymax —Sy. This constraint can be represented as the Boolean expression

d = N=> p< (3)

Similarly, other bounding clauses can be written as well, for the cases in which the initial wire trace emanates in other
directions. These clauses are:

= (xv->'/,»«) (4)

d = E p <C. {x„iax ~ Xv) (3)

d = W p < (Xfiiin) (6)

3.3.2 Equivalence Clauses

In the routing scenario described above, whenever p = 0, then directions N and S are equivalent. Likewise, directions
E and W are equivalent too. The clauses written to represent this condition are given below.

(p = 0)=>(fi? = £) + (rf= S) (7)

3.3.3 Direction Clauses

These clauses are used exclusively for 3-via and 4-via nets. These clauses restrict the allowable directions that a route
can choose after it has traversed a distance p\ in the initial direction. Instead of allowing the route a choice of two
directions, only one direction is allowed. This is the direction that allows the route to proceed towards the target
vertex. The other direction (which moves the route away from the target) is not allowed. The justification of these
clauses is that they lower the Manhattan length of the routes.

In the case of 4-via nets, this directional restriction is enforced after the route performs its second turn as well
(after the route traverses a distance pi)-

In our implementation, we have a command-line option which can disable the use of these direction clauses. This
is useful for particularly difficult examples.

3.4 SAT Search Strategy

Once the SAT problem is created, we then search it for a solution. Our SAT based router can route several nets
(referred to as a net cluster) simultaneously.

Among the nets in a cluster, those nets with the smallest Manhattan route length are routed first. The rationale
for this choice is that nets with smaller Manhattan lengths have lower routing flexibility, and hence it would be better
to route these nets first. Nets with larger Manhattan route lengths have a larger routing flexibility on account of their
larger bounding rectangles, hence they are routed later.

Initially, the routing of a net cluster is attempted using 2-via patterns. If the routing for any net cluster fails at this
stage, 3-via pattems are tried, and if this fails as well, 4-via patterns are tried.

While routing a single net, we favor choices of d and p which allow the route to be completed with a route length
equal to the Manhattan distance between the source and target vertices. If no such route is possible, then we search
values of d and p which result in a route with length greater than the Manhattan route length.



While searching for a route for a given net, the variables {dk and p^) corresponding tonet are successively bound.
If noroute is possible for the net in a netcluster, then the last net j which conflicts with theroutes for i is recorded.
When a backtrack needs to be performed, we can directly jump to the /'' net, skipping all nets in between i and j.
This idea issimilar to the concept ofnon-chronological backtrack which isemployed in the GRASP SAT solver.

The search strategy isshown graphically inFigure 4. Inthis figure, the SAT search trees forthe routing ofnetj and
netk are shown. Nodes in these search trees which arecrossed outwith a dotted linerepresent routes that would cause
a conflict. While routing netk, forexample, both branches following thenode labeled d] result inconflicts. Fortheleft
branch, assume that the earliest net that causes the conflict is net2. Forthe right branch, assume that the earliest net
causing the conflict isnetj. Since both branches following the node labeled d\ cause aconflict, abacktrack isrequired.
Assuming i i 2, the we can directly backtrack to the neti, rather than the net immediately preceding netk.

neti

netk

©

conflicts

with nety

conflicts

with neti

Figure 4: Example of SATSearch Strategy

When variables of a particular net are bound, a separate conflict checking routine determines if the routing re
sources corresponding to the current choice of variables conflicts with routing resources that have already been as
signed to previously routed nets. The current route is decomposed into a series of net segments. Foreach such net
segment, we check if the corresponding metal segment hasbeen utilized by priornets or blockages. This is done by
an efficient sorted list-based algorithm.

As the solution proceeds, the routefor net k is considered as a blockage for subsequent routing problems that are
invoked. Asa result, we do not completely eliminate the ordering dependency among nets. However, this ordering
dependency is reduced, due to our ability to route several nets at once.



3.5 Partitioning and Clustering Strategy

3.5.1 Partitioning Nets into Metal Layer Pairs

Before the SAT router is invoked, the nets in the routing problem are grouped into three groups based on their Man
hattan length. These groups correspond to global nets, semi-global nets, and local nets.

In our current implementation of the router, we assume 4 metal layers are available to perform the routes. As a
result, each of the nets in the three groups needs to be routed using either the Metali-Metal2 layer pair, or the Metal3-
Metal4 layer pair. All local nets are assigned to the Metal 1-Metal2 layer pair. Similarly, global nets are assigned to
the Metal3-Metal4 layer pair.

Semi-global nets are partitioned into two groups, using METIS [13], a partitioning tool from the University of
Minnesota. The first such group is routed using the Metall-Metal2 layer pair, while the second group is routed using
the Metal3-Metal4 layer pair. In order to partition semi-global nets, the routing problem is first transformed into a Net
Non-overlap Graph, G(V^E), such that vertex v,- of G corresponds to the netand the edges between vertices i
and j represent the inverse relative overlap between the nets n, and tij. Assuming the bounding box area of net tii is
A„ and that of net nj is Aj, and the common area between their bounding boxes is A/y, then

If there is no overlapbetween the bounding boxes of nets /i, and nj, then an edge weightof

e,,j = (A,)-(Aj) (9)

is inserted between the vertices i and j. As a result, the Net Non-overlap Graph is a complete graph.
This choice of edge weight ensures that the mincut-based partitioning tool will place interfering nets in different

layer pairs, thus ensuring their routability.

3.5.2 Constructing Net Clusters

After each net has been assigned a metal layer pair, we then further partition the nets in each metal layer pair into
several net clusters. Based on our experiments, if the net cluster size is less than 25, the SAT router is able to efficiently
find the routing solution. As a result, we partition the nets of each metal layer into clusters whose size is approximately
25. This partitioning is done using METIS as well. The nets corresponding to each metal layer pair are transformed
into a Net Overlap Graph G*(V,E), such that vertex v,- of G* corresponds to the net and the edges eij between
vertices i and j represent the relative overlapbetween the nets «, and nj. Assumingthat the area of the boundingbox
of net Hi is A„ and that of net nj is Aj, and the common area between their bounding boxes is A,-y, then

The construction of the Net Overlap Graph is graphically shown in Figure 5
Choosing edge weights in this fashion ensures that nets with large values of overlap are grouped together within

a cluster. Also, nets in different clusters have minimal overlap. As a result, the routing order dependency between net
clusters is minimized.

3.5.3 Ordering Net Clusters

Once all the net clusters have been determined, we perform the routing of each cluster using the SAT based router.
For each cluster, we find the cluster bounding rectangle^ which is defined as the smallest rectangle that covers the
bounding rectangles of all the nets in that cluster. Clusters whose cluster bounding rectangles overlap most with those
of other clusters are routed first.

= . (8)



Figure 5: Construction of Net Overlap Graph

4 Layout Experimental Results

Tovalidate ourmethodology, weperform the routing of several examples using 4 layers of metal. The first step is a
partitioning step. Nets are ordered based on the minimum Manhattan length of their routes. Among these, the local
nets (smallest 20% of thenets) areassigned to the first metal layer pair(metal layers 1 and2). Theglobal nets(largest
20% of the nets) are assigned to the second metal layer pair(metal layers 3 and 4). The remaining semi-global nets
arepartitioned using METIS [13], asdescribed inSection 3.5.1. After this step, each netis assigned a metal layer pair
on which it will be routed.

Next, METIS is used to cluster the set of nets on each metal layer pairsuch thatnets in each cluster have a high
degree ofoverlap. The overlap ofnets indifferent clusters isminimized, asdescribed inSection 3.5.2. The clustering
is performed such that each cluster has approximately 25nets each. This choice is motivated bythe fact thattheSAT
routing engine can efficientlyroute about 25 nets at a time.

Finally, clusters are ordered according to the scheme described in Section 3.5.3. Clusters are now routed using
SATRE, ourSAT based routing engine. All nets ina given cluster are routed simultaneously.

The SAT solver we used is based on the SAT solver distributed within the atpg package of SIS [15]. OurSAT
solver incorporates significant modifications to the SIS SAT solver. One major difference is the implementation of
non-chronological backtrack, asdescribed in Section 3.4. Theother major modification is the implementation of the
conflict checking routine, also described in Section 3.4. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, we have a command-line
option which can disable the use of direction clauses. In theexperiments we report in this section, wehave disabled
the use of direction clauses.

Theexamples wechose were modifications of MCM routing examples. Sincethereare no standard set of bench
marks for theVLSI area routing problem, wewere forced to use themodified MCM examples.

Our code was implemented inSIS [15], and results were obtained ona 625MHz DEC Alpha 21164 based machine,
with 2GB of memory.

Routing results aredescribed inTable 1. In this table, colunm 2 lists thenumber of 2-terminal nets in theexample.
Column 3 lists the size of the routing problem. In allcases, asdescribed incolunm 4, weperformed therouting using
4 layers of metal. Column 5 reports the average number of wire segments utilized in each net. Notice that these
numbers are close to 3, which suggests that 2-via patterns were usually sufficient to route mostof the nets. Column
6 reports the total wire length, while column 7 reports the best case wire length possible. Column 7 is obtained by
summing the Manhattan wire lengths of all the nets in an example. We note that, on average, the total wire length is
a mere 1.47% largerthan the total Manhattan wire length. In the worst case (example t300), the total wire length is
a low 2.92% larger than the total Manhattan wire length. This suggests thatSATRE is able to deliver extremely high
quality routes. Colunm 8 provides run-times for the overall routing algorithm.

The routeroutputfor both layerpairsof the t500example is shown in Figure6. The routing solution for layers 1
and2 appears lessdense, sinceit hasmoreblockages in the routing area. This is because the source and target vertices
of routes on layers 3 and 4 createblockages on layers 1 and 2.
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Figure 6: Solution for t500

Example | Nets j ProblemSize | Layers j Segments per net | Totalwire length | Manhattan wire length | runtime
1200 211 2.82 22651 22232 4.2

t300 437 3.06 89564 87022 33.4

1400 751 3.37 208335 206453 361.0

1500 1025 1000 •• 3.31 342285 339919 401.0

t600 717 1200 •• 2.86 236593 234447 284.1

Table 1: Area Routing Results



5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we showed that in the deep sub-micron technology era, the traditional notion of global-then-detailed
routing is not viable. Instead, we propose a scheme which allocates the nets to be routed to different layer pairs. The
nets for each layer pair are then partitioned into net clusters, each of which is routed independently, using SATRE,
our SAT-based area routing engine.

This new routing methodology has several novel features.

• The global-then-detailed routing approach is replaced by an approach which assigns a metal layerpair to each
net basedon the capacities of each metal layerpair. This approach is morerealistic for DSM technologies.

• We are able to handle routing problems with an arbitrary numbers of metal layers.

• The SAT based router represents the routing problem in an extremely efficient way. For a problem of size N,
only 0{log2{N)) SATvariables are required.

• The SATbased router routes all the nets in a given net cluster simultaneously. Although all net clusters are not
routed simultaneously, this feature significantly alleviates the ordering dependencies among nets to be routed.

• TheSAT based router delivers extremely high-quality routes, as evidenced by thefact that forall theexamples
we tried, the total net length was on average 1.47% larger than the sumof Manhattan length forall the nets.

• Another feature contributing to the efficiency of the SAT based router is the non-chronological [5] back-track
scheme that is employed in the SAT solver.

In the future, we plan to utilize better SAT solvers. Another promising approach to the routing problem which
we plan to address is thatof constructive routing, where netsare incrementally, andsimultaneously routed. Also, the
SAT formulation needs tobeextended such that cross-talk between adjacent wires is minimized. Finally, better ways
to handlemulti-terminal nets need to be investigated.
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